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competition, Thailand 7-ELEVEN still has to maintain crisis awareness at all times, and it must constantly improve its
competitive strategy to adapt to new market.

This is because it removes some element of direct control of the day-to-day operation of each outlet and passes
it to the franchisee. It is primarily operating chains convenience stores internationally. Japan News Review.
The chain was initiated on July 11, in Dallas, Texas the same place where it is headquartered. The employee
turnover often seen by the company is a sign of its ill management. The mission statement of the company is
to provide a complete range of products to the conscious customers facing time constraints in a relaxing and
pleasant environment. In addition, a management team is required to recruit, train and monitor the various
franchisees, which also adds to the overall cost structure on an operational basis. Franchisees Although the
overall franchised model is a strength as indicated above, running a large team of franchisees throughout the
world is also a weakness. It has wide spread locations of over and has moved ahead of retail stores than its
competitor McDonalds. Like with the security threat above, video cameras may assist in this regard.
Shoplifting Like most retail stores, 7-Eleven will have the continued threat of minor shoplifting and stealing.
This provides to strengths for the organization â€” the first being that they can continue to grow the number of
outlets throughout the world without having significant capital requirements, as the franchisee is typically
responsible for the setup costs of the outlet â€” and the second advantage being that the stores are run by
motivated individuals who have a profit incentive for the store to perform well. Supermarkets moving to
online deliveries Some consumers are adopting the system of ordering their groceries online and then having
them delivered. The company has employed around 45, employees in its retail store chains. In some countries
they also have other branded offerings such as Movie Quik in the United States. July 12,  ParknShop and
Welcome are its toughest competitors that are growing at the hand of tremendous technology. Consumers
more tempted by offers like that of discount and doubling the purchase with the same money. Organic
products are being demanded by the market at a higher pace and instant availability is welcomed and the first
coming brand encore its name for a longer time. The parent company is now ranked as the fifth largest retailer
in the world.


